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48%
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Do the children and adults in our school treat 
each other with respect?

Always Sometimes Never

65%

34%

1%

Are teachers and other adults pleased to 
help you?

Always Sometimes Never
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Do you feel listened to in school?

Always Sometimes Never

40%

53%

7%

Do you know how well you are doing at 
school?

Always Sometimes Never
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Are your lessons interesting?

Always Sometimes Never

51%

41%

8%

Do you like reading?

Always Sometimes Never



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

54%

46%
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Do you have a good learning attitude in your 
lessons?

Always Sometimes Never

64%

27%

9%

Does your teacher tell or show you how to 
behave in school?

Always Sometimes Never



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
This school is amazing. 
I like the trips they take us 
I love computing and maths 
I  love  playing  in  playground   with   my    friends. 
"I like how the teachers are always  here t o talk to use" 
I like your art classes 
I like drumming lesons. 
Do you ever get detention. 
"I like how the teachers are always  here t o talk to use" 
I like trips 
I like the trips they take us 
Do you ever get detention. 
I like to do computing in the ICT sweet. 
Do you ever get detention. 
I like it how teachers lets us talk to our partners." 
I like to do computing in the ICT sweet. 
I LOVE how teachers give children educational trips. 
"I  love  julia's  art  lessons  and tony's  desighn  technology." 
that you do more formol work in computing 

50%
44%

6%

Do you enjoy challenging learning?

Always Sometimes Never



teachers help sometimes  
teachers help sometimes  
most people in school are rude to me 
no 
"I think the school is is very good and the teachers are very kind and the lessons are very fun and I 
learn a lot" 
I like Art in school because you can use the creativity to draw or paint something. 
I like that the school is helpful and there are different lessons and fun things and the teachers are 
nice. 
I like the school because it has fun lessons and people are very helpful  
l think it is a very good school the teacher are respect full and they teach very well. 
Teachers and classmates are always helping me improve my growth mindset and behaviour they also 
help me with my learning so i can be ready for year 6....... 
 
This school has really helped through out the past couple of years. All of the teachers treat all of the 
students with the same respect they should be giving.  
I like science because sometimes you can do experiments and art 
"I sometimes like when teachers give me a challenge" 
our school is an amazing school full of happiness and joy and of course learning the teachers are very 
helpful during lessons. This school helped me a lot and all the teachers are very enthusiastic about 
our learning. 
"I like  this  school" 
I have had a lot of friendship problems and their has always been teachers and staff to help us,and 
the staff here are very helpful and always try to keep us safe if I could rate this school out of five stars 
in would give six out of five stars 
I would like to say that all the teachers help and they are  really nice . And all my classmates are 
really  nice and funny , but i really like our head  teacher Sian shes the best head teacher just  like 
Kathy our head teacher. 
Teachers and classmates are always helping me improve my growth mindset and behaviour they also 
help me with my learning,Our head teacher Kathy was very kind,caring and very loving now we have 
sian and shes the same i feel very loved in this school and im ready for year 6...! 
I am trying my hardest in my life I can do things that teachers can help me. 
I like school because we do fun stuff in school like we go to cinema and like sport day because have 
fun with your friends and like you school because we like we go fun trips and I like having fun with my 
friend in the play ground. 
Teachers at this school are really kin and caring.I love this school. 
This school is very good for my education.I love that i have the chance to learn other subjects that 
other schools don't have the chance to like music, P.E.i love learning at this school 
many pupils in this school have a growth mindset 
This  school has great growth mindsets 
Children in our school sometimes do not respect each other while others are kind and quiet, I feel 
listened to by those people. 
i sometimes enjoy doing class lessons because if we were good ,then we got to play a game at end, 
so it was really nice to know if you work you get a treat ,which sometimes gives a positive 
mindset(which is good.) 
get better teachers 
I like the way that the teachers are always trying to push us with our learning and help us remember 
to use our growth mindset when we feel like giving up. 
The teachers are always helpful and you can talk to them about any problems that you have and you 
can always trust them.  
kids should help other kids if they in a argument/fight and help them sort it out  
i  like it when authors come to visit our school 
Some teachers like Jasminara  always glare or give a evil look when i do some thing wrong and in 
literacy jenny always had us do phonics every day none stop   
Don't give year 6s so much homework just before the SATS especially Kat 
Blue Gate Fields School is an excellent school 
 some outside lunchtime duty staff don't care about what happens in the playground 
Children are nice and respectful to you especially when your down. The children have a growth 
mindset and make sure they use it especially in school. I also like that the teachers be very respectful 
also the headteacher and the office. I like that not many people are rude to you or unfriendly. 



Try some other teachers outside. 
Blue Gate Fields teaches a wide range of subjects to learn. But art doesn't really get recognised that 
much, especially in Year 6; And art, I find, is a very important subject. Also, I think we should have 
proper music lessons with other instruments such as: piano, guitar etc even if the lessons are during 
break or luncheon because I feel the only music we do is percussion. And for the school menu, I think 
there should more options to eat and get back some of the school meals that we don't have anymore 
like rice and curry, milkshakes and garlic bread. And I don't think there is a point of those vegetarian 
sausages, well, yes they are vegetarian but no one really eats them and I see them on the floor a lot 
and I think that it is a waste. Other than that, Blue Gate Fields is an incredible school. 
Blue Gate Fields Junior School is good at teaching growth mindset ,they teach the power of YET 
which is so great! I am very sad because they don't teach that much art so my creative juices don't 
flow! They also don't do that much music the only music they do is percussion for me percussion isn't 
that fun for me because i don't like doing drumming on the jumbays! Also they need to have a gym 
because we do PE in the hall:where people eat and we could slip on water! Also we sit on the ground 
in assembly and we could get dirty! Other than that I love this school! 
All of my teachers that i have been teach by from year 3  are helpful and caring but teachers like: the 
t.a, staff members, PE teacher are sometimes rude and moody for no reason and they shout for now 
reason. but over all this school is a nice school and ill rate this school 10 out of 10    
The pupils, and teachers, help us when we find something difficult or confusing. Everyone 
encourages each other to do our best and learn to the best of our abilities. 
"its good" 
My school is the most funniest school ever in my opinion because we have lots of funny teachers. 
"More kind to students and students need to be more kind to EACHOTHER!!!" 
"growth mindset is good" 
I think this school is a really good school because it has fun subjects and we go fun trips and we do a 
lot of pottery. 
I would recommend this school to everyone because I like the lessons , I find them fun and 
encouraging.  
I would reccomened  more people going to our  school 
"I love this school because it is very good and has a lot of people that you can be friends with and its 
a mixed school. Also I love that this school teach growth mind set and if I didn't come here I wouldn't 
have learnt about Growth Mind 
sets and the power of yet so I recommend this school to anyone Local or somewhere else. Most of 
the time The teachers will need helpful helpers and you might be chosen which I think is a nice 
feature. THIS SCHOOL IS THE BEST." 
school is the best because there are lots of fun subjects. 
grouthmind set has been helping me  
" I love all of the challenges the school provides for us pupils. 
They are all really fun and helps are brains to a better learning attitude" 
i would recommend the school to everyone because everyone is kind and friendly such as teachers, 
school council ,first aiders and head teacher and lunch ladies also PE teachers and also they are 
lovely and understanding 
I would recommend this school to someone because mostly the children also adults have growth 
mindset and they use the  
I like how the teachers let us have a try by ourself and they are  
I think school is fun and trips are fun and we have fun pottery. 
yes because some teacher and children are very helpful and have grothmind set 
its full  of  Growth  mind  set  and  its  friendly. 
Sometimes I have a growth mind set in. 
its full of friends . 
Are you always bullied? 
hello their the thing I would like BGFJ o improve on is  the football pitch rotation   
on party days don't wear uniform on school days wear uniform 
don't chop the bagels 
"Because the girls have a Girls Meadow I think that isn't fair so why cant there be a boys meadow" 
I think we can buy a swing or a slide or both like a bit to climb the slide and a pole and then a bridge 
to the slide and hen under the bridge 1 or 2 swings 
to do some learning outside because people might like learning outside 
I would like a bigger basketball pitch 
to play dodgeball in pe 



Can you chop the trees down because I bumped my head and my whole face went red and  can you 
also make lessons that teach us to behave well.Also can you clean the cutlery and plates 
"I think the school can make a  swing monkey bars and slides" 
playground you can add swings. 
new stuff like wood red bus 
In my opinion, as a child from Blue Gate Fields Junior, I think we should have swings in our 
playground. I understand this can be dangerous so to prevent it from being dangerous we can have 
an area just for swings. If we are not on the swings, we are not aloud to go into that area. 
to play dodgeball in pe 
I think there should be a slide in our school 
I like blue gate field but the year 4 football pitch is really small 
I like the playground but I would like it if there was a slide 
I like school because of the football pitch 
This school is great but I would like some more play ground equipment and more things in the girls 
meadow. 
I like the fotball pitches and some of the equitment 
you should extend the woodlands and forests 
I really enjoyed school however I think there should be more obstacles and a swing. 
I would like to have more things to do in the playground because yesterday I went to see my old 
teachers in the infant side and I saw how much things that they had compared to our playground and 
this one is very narrow and dull compared to theirs we need more colourful things to do! Thank you. 
I like school but I think there should be more playing  equipment 
I really like  Blue Gate Filed Junior school but I think you can add swings in our school. 
"I like the school however could we have a picnic in Shadwell park." 
At blue gates field I think the playground should have more toys like the girls medow there are no stuff 
there I think they should have: monkey bars because there's only bench swing and bench's an tree's. 
They should chop some trees of because some people bump into the tree's and they should take the 
broken bench swing out of the girls medow. 
It would be nice if we could have a club to go to at lunch time  and read books or maybe even write 
stories and poems. Please can we  do this club.Can we also have lots more fun trips. 
i like school because of the trips and rewards 
i like school because of the trips and reward 
"i mostly like numeracy because alice h makes it fun 
FAVIROTE TEACHER ALICE HEWLET AND HANNA FILLFILAL" 
I like this school because there are so many competition to enter in and get prizez also i like this 
school because there are so many fun trips.    by: unknown name.... 
this school has very good mindsets but there are a few things that you could change the you should 
get us ready for 11 plus test and sats starting in yrs4-5 . the children should be able to choose the 
class novel. thats all thank you  for reading 
i like literacy because of Alice h but i don't like literacy because of OMAR 
"i like maths because it is challenging and  i learn from it" 
I think that maybe the children should treat each other kindly because some people dont let each 
other use the equipment or the play areas, i and i would suggest maybe having a child limit for each 
area since sometimes one area gets crowded. I would also suggest maybe having a little free time at 
the end of the week since some of us have been working hard, and the people that haven't maybe 
should read books or do something quite boring that they wont like since they haven't worked hard. I 
also think that we should have at least 1-2 trips every half term because sometimes we don't get trips 
at all. 
I mostly like the trips and swimming.I want to have swimming in year 6 as well. 
i do really good when there is a  paula and hanna because we learn new things in a good fun way but 
when its english we don't really do things and everyone and charollotte is always in a bad mood and 
when its a hot weather we dont really get that much fresh air in the classroom exept for that we have 
good educational trips and the teachers alaways take of us and make sure where safe but charollette 
does the same but not ecxatly 100 . the teachesrs lets  joke around for a bit but not when its english 
our school is good.i do really good thanks to the teachers especially paola and hanna.they always try 
to help us make us happy in lessons.i think they should make literacy more fun because charlotte is 
way to strict and does not let us have fun.she does not let other people help me even if i try myself. 
she burps in literacy really loud when she speaks.when it is a really hot weather charlotte does not 
open the windows or turn on the air conditioner, even if the class is really stuffy.she tells us to change 



our clothes every day even if it is cold because apparently we sweat a lot fron charlates point of 
veiw.teachers joke around with us except charlette. 
"I like it when we go on trips like when we are going to go to Southend or Kent. 
My favrioute subject is Maths because Alice H makes it EXTREMELY fun!!!!!! 
I also like literacy." 
i like learning about the stone age 
we don't do art often in year 5 and it is ONE of my favourite subjects. In art they should show new 
technique and SHOW US HOW. in my old school they showed us how to do it and i got better a art. I 
think the teachers should teach literacy in a more fun way. so we do it more. Hannah is a really good 
teacher by the way. By Naheeda Akhtar/class 7 
what i would like to say is maybe if the lessons were a bit more interesting it would be fun 
what else I like about school is that sometime at pe we get free time and at numeracy we have ICT on 
every Tuesday. 
"can all the years that finish the tests have a reward" 
"it is okay, but i wish we could see our little brothers or sisters if they are on the infant sometimes, or 
at least let us see their plays that they do because the children are so cute but people who are on the 
junior side would miss it." 
"There should be more fun events like bouncy castle day. 
Also there should be more fun clubs. 
There shouldn't be teachers shouting for no reason. 
The nice thing about the school is there is really nice school dinners" 
the school is good it has respectful teachers and children somthing i would like to add is to add a 
gaming room in thew school 
I like it when we have rewards like trips , sometimes  i wish when a  supply comes the teacher  should 
tell her everything because sometimes she needs to ask or  some people keep saying different things. 
"I like trips because its like a reward. I like are lessons because in computing we get to make 
games,maths because Alice H makes are lessons fun,l like literacy because i think i am kind of good 
because people say i am. I really will like a prayer room one room for boys and one room for girls 
because we will get to pray on time sometimes praying can make us calm(for year 5 and 6) and a 
place where we can make wudu(one room for boy and one room for girls)." 
The thing that  i like about school is if we do a bad thing we get another chance to redeem ourself. 
the school is good it has respectful teachers and children somthing i would like to add is to add a 
gaming room in thew school 
i think you should fire the devil she/he is soooooo stricked and scary.other then that our school is the 
best.i would like to also say that you should add swings becausewe said from year 2 we wanted some 
swings.i would also like to say we should also have a girls and boys prayer room for year 5 and 6. we 
should also have swimming in year 6.(a wudu place also for girls and boys).thank you.i hope you 
understand my sercumstances.thank you again.hope you fire the devil. 
I like  this school because they have competitions that are interesting. also i love numeracy because 
Alice makes it fun . i also like the playground because its fun to play in . I am happy that i moved to 
this school .i also really like that we can wear whatever we want . BEST SCHOOL EVER Alimah ali 
class 7 
"i want the school to be more fun and teachers shouldn't shout if students make a mistake also they 
should not be rude if we don't bring our homework!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!" 
the school is very good place to learn,and i am exited for YR6 because we can go to 
funfairs,kent,bowling and more trips.Also i like P.E lunch and break.I think the school could still 
improve with the length of break and lunchand other things as well. 
the thing i like about school is the teachers are caring and be kind to all the children the most thing  i 
like about school is how much play i have and how its designed 
more lunch time,more books in the libary,make the football goals bigger,more better lessons, 
my fav subject is music and dance  
My favourite subject is art because it`s very calming and you can draw what you have in your mind  
I like maths and art so I can use my growth MINDSET and science so you can test out 
materials.Please also extend the time of clubs. 
I love that at this school we have such good education whereas at other schools there is not as much 
education. 
i love everything because all my teachers are kind and friendly 
My favourite subject is art and dance because you can draw anything  and you can create your own 
dance moves 
my favourite subjects are art and math 



Can we have more time on computing,P.E,Numeracy,Literacy and DEAR. 
ilovecummputingwithmyclassteacher 
LOVE MATHS , SCHOOL AND , TATIANA AND BEYBLED CHO Z 
I like art  and maths  although  my teachers are nice also  my family and friends. 
I like being a school councillor because I have never been one before in the Infance 
What i like about school is when i love doing art with Tatiana and Julia and i like 
maths,literacy,science and topic and music with Michael. 
My favourite thing in school is Literacy,Numaracy and the headteachers because they are really kind 
and tells question about hows my leg or how im doing in school and how long i will not go school for 
like a week or a month or even a year but my favourite teacher is Tatiana because she teaches us 
education but when shes not here a teacher comes from Class 1 
I like this school and my teacher Tatiana because she is nice and resbecfull 
i love the fact that i get to dance,do music,have fun in maths,be creative in art,learning about plants 
and rainforests in science and topic,computing,having fun and most importantly, i love having Tatiana 
as my teacher as my class everyday and i love working with her. 
I liked all the trips.I improve my Jarman hand writing. 
"The things i love about this school are that we have a lot of challenges and a lot of interesting 
subjects and a lot of exiting lessons and some mouthwatering food my faverorite subjects are 
grammer and education and i love to do in playtime in lunchtime is to BEYBLADE and my best 
teacher is TATIANA IN C2 and there is a lot of new freinds and can there be beyblade clubs. 
FROM DAANYAAL KADIR TALUKDAR" 
Can we have more time on literacy (English), maths (numeracy) and Art because Art expresses 
YOUR feelings, maths is for knowledge so is English and less time on dance and See Think Wonder 
because See Think Wonder it's like english, dance  is like P.E. 
I like numeracy because we do mathletics. 
 I like numeracy and literacy so it can help my brain 
The grils tree  house  and  comppring\  and  google\  forms/// 
my favourite thing about school is doing see think and wonder with Tatiana because we get to look at 
lots of pictures 
I like music,ICT and science.I like music because I want to expirence my drumming.I like ICT because 
we can play games on the computer.I like science because we can do experiments. 
i like PE 
This school is a great learning place and everyone loves it 
Our school is alright. 
its fun and exiting. 
can you please give chocolate cake as a dessert more often and give milkshake as a dessert again 
because those are my favourite dessert 
i am not sure. 
School dinners could be a bit more tasty and bullying by gender and looks should be stopped, other 
than that this school year has been great. 
I like that PE is fun and that we do different activities 
Sometimes the cutlary is really dirty. Can you please clean them thoroughly? Could you also allow 
bouncy castle day ? please 
i like PE 
we have many enjoying trips 
"Can we have bouncy castle day back. Why do people get sent out for just talking." 
sometimes every lunchtime we find that there is hair in our food and that our knife, forks and 
spoons(cutlery) are dirty. I also miss our old food that we used to eat when we were younger e.g 
chocolate milkshake. i also like the trips we go to  
Your school is alright, possibly the best school in Tower Hamlets. There are lots of things you can 
improve on. Making your lessons more organised, sometimes there can be sudden changes 
unexpectedly. I do enjoy the library alot. Sadly, there aren't unlimited books. After I entered Year 5, it 
was hard to find new books considering 5 years of reading books from one library. Other than that, 
the activities are very fun.  
"I enjoyed going to bowling and the cinema and I 
 also liked it when we went to the forensic workshop." 
i think everything is great but sometimes children need to learn about the real world just in case they 
get them self in a sticky situation for example if someone breaks in there home what are they going to 
do. from Nazifah Ameen 



blue gates fields junior school gives us many opportunities to do the best we can in our lessons and 
guides us step by step even if you are the smartest student  and they do many fun things with us such 
as going on the most incredible trips.  
"I like this school" 
"some pupils are mean in year 5 and 4" 
School is the best you can achieve anything if you try and it is fun. 
we have  a  best  head teacher 
we have the taecher 
why do  year 3 only have to go on the year 6 football pitch in year 4 
"do you use the power of yet 
always" 
I only enjoy challenging learning when it is not too hard.If it is hard,I need help and can't work 
independently. 
 
 
my friend sometimes get teased  for no reason,and whenever you do a talk about teasing they dont 
listen, for teasing and stuff like that you should improve you punish system and thats just a suggestion 
have a graceful day ;D 
some people tease me (sometimes) 
Could we ever have international messeges that could tell us what will happen in school every day 
"I am  shy at school" 
i really like the equipment outside to relax 
that we always use our growth mindset.  I like that because even though sometimes  the work is 
challenging we use our growth mindset. 
we go to trips and we go to computers and play also the lunch is delicious.  I like are school 
We are very lucky to have teachers who are happy to help us if were stuck or have any worries. 
Furthermore we have the chance to be with different teachers. 
we use our growth mindset and we always have fun competitions  and have friends to help us. 
That it is a great school because of the positive learning mood that flows around the school. I like the 
school because the teachers are kind so are my friends. The competitions are fun (mostly the sports 
ones) and i will thank the sports teachers for this.  
the teachers are helpful  because if your stuck the teacher will help you 
NO.  I like our school because  the teachers always help us 
the school is amazing because you can make friends so you do not be lonely.   
There are lots of activities in school but you may not get along with some people.But our school 
provides help for you. Even if that help doesn't help you there will always be other adults to help you . 
Other then that, this school is heavy with kindness and friendship.By the way the teachers are 
amazing! 
I like this school because all the teachers are nice and there are fun lessons. 
i like this school because the teachers help me in my learning by being supportive and not being rude. 
"I like this school because everyone is there to help you if you need help. 
you also can always tell the teacher if there is any problem." 
I love this school because everyone uses their growth mindset because we know that there are 
always challenges ahead of us. 
i like the school because we have competitions and have challenges we have fun teachers who 
always like to try and make us laugh and giggle. 
i like this school because this school helped me get to this point 
The school is amazing because it has a computer area,a music area, an area where you can play,an 
area where you can do art and we have a libary and we have a place to learn. 
Our school is very nice because we have friends that support us and in school we use our growth 
mindset.What I like about the school is that we have lots of competitions and clubs that help us with 
our learning.We have many teachers that help us with our work and give us feedback. 
the teachers are kind and helpful                                                                                                            
fhhfhfrhewiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiif 
I like Blue Gate Fields because the teachers help you with everything in school. I think that they 
should add more things in the playground like swings or equipment like tennis rackets and hockey 
sticks. 
If there is bullying, teachers help to sort it out.  I would like all bullying to stop and people be 
upstanders and nice to each other 
the teachers are helpful 



I like this school because the teachers help us a lot on the work and this school is fun because at the 
end of the day we might have a club and it is fun. 
I like this school because you can always ask for help if you need it and all the contests and 
challenges we take part in with other schools.I also love all the good news that is announced almost 
daily! one thing I think we could improve is have teachers that don't leave after one term because they 
are kind and I miss them too much! 
what i like about this school is all the children are very friendly and kind we tell teachers if we need 
help or if there is a problem. our dinner is free so we are very lucky to have a school that provids 
everything we need. i love this school because theres  lots of things to do and my teachers are so 
kind and very generous. if you have somthing, to tell a teacher or a adult outside so they can deal with 
your problems theres also one more thing that i want to talk about is friends , if you dont have a friend 
ask them if they say no then find someone new you need friends because they will always support 
you in any lessons so this is what i wanted to talk to you about. 
 
"i like this school because all the children here are kind and funny. what i also like about this school 
are the teachers. they are really helpful and very encouraging because when you are stuck at a 
question they are always there to help you. 
I Love this school very much and i would never want to leave." 
everyone must behave well to show respect to the school 
"I like the school because there are lots of competitions in school and out of school.Lessons like P.E 
and ICT can be really fun but lessons like literacy can be really boring.The trips are really 
fun,especially the cinema trips or the trip to Kent. There are really fun activities like 
swimming,teachers versus students[Football] and sports day.There is a school library with a very kind 
librarian who lets you borrow three fictions and three non-fictions.There is avery big playground which 
includes 4 football pitches and climbing frames." 
"There's nothing else to make this school better because it's really the best school  
a child [any kind of child] could have because it's filled with amazing teachers like Charlotte, Alice 
H,Chantelle,there's so many other teachers as well but I have to finish this by the end of this lesson 
so I can't put all the teachers in! But this is not the only thing that makes this school the best there lots 
of other reasons like this one, the activities here are really fun and its not always the same thing we 
learn.We also are taught how to behave and have proper lessons about them. And everyone in this 
school will agree with me, even ask a new year 3 and they will say this school is the best!" 
This school is the best. 
Can we have thirty minutes of extra PE 
"can we have about 45 minutes of literacy and for double literacy can we have hour 30 minutes " 
I would like to say if a child does not want to tell about they problems or friendship problems i think 
you should leave it and if she does not want anyone to know about it you shouldn't tell anyone. 
All the teachers I met was fantastic. Everyone is kind to me alot. 
All the teachers I met was fantastic. Everyone is kind to me alot. 
 
 


